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The hum and bustle of the urban market is a vibrancy that is rarely matched in our cities, and 
yet is easily glazed over as simply mundane. Each market is an intense battle of commerce, 
where thousands of exchanges and conversations buzz in an ad-hoc setting. Vendors hawk 
their goods, locals purchase their weekly vegetables, and a variety of knockoffs are sold at 
competing prices. These urban armatures take over the fabric of the city, sliding through 
streets and passages, overtaking squares, and drawing massive crowds. They transform the 
streetscape around them, drawing in business, and bustle. And then the the day slows down, 
The market, perhaps more than any other program, is an architecture dependant on time.
The temporal nature of these markets leaves the city with a programmatic and built vacuum. A 
and the market as a community institution with an interesting dilemma. For the city, the trans-
formation often leaves behind what seems like the dead shell of itself, and for the market, that 
transformation produces a shadow image, something that is easily forgotten when the day is 
over. 
Istanbul, has a long, and powerful community history tied to the market. Thousands of years 
of grand bazaars, spice markets, and neighborhood weekly pazaris have cemented their 
presence into the cultural landscape. However, the city embodying many of the worlds 
year period the population of the city has nearly quintupled, expanding from 2.7 million in 
1980, to over 13 million in 2010.{1] This astronomical growth, coupled with favorable govern-
ment policies towards development has driven a second era of urban renewal policies in the 
city. Developer and state driven projects have resulted in the clearing of low income areas, 
informal settlements, public space, to make way for a luxury apartments and shopping malls. 
This restructuring have resulted in a severing of long held community functions to give way 
to growth. The temporal markets and public spaces of the city have proven to be some of the 
most vulnerable points for forced relocation. 
The Pazari’s of Istanbul are the heart of commerce for the community, with weekly markets in 
each of the 39 districts of the city. Kadikoy is emblematic of the city as a whole, combining 
a rich local history colliding with a wave of renewal projects. It hosts the cities most popular 
market, the Kadikoy Sali Pazari {2]. The market had for its 37 year history been located at the 
districts heart, on the edge of downtown. With the renovation and expansion of the adjacent 
location was deemed prime real estate. With a supportive government, it was not long before 
upscale housing, and greenspace. 
1.André Sorensen, and Junichiro Okata, Megacities: Urban Form, Governance, and Sustainability (Tokyo: Springer, 2011).
2. Sevim Songun. “New Tuesday Market a stranger to its regulars.” Hurriyet Daily News, 29th of July, 2009, www.hurriyetdailynews.com/new-
tuesday-market-a-stranger-to-its-regulars.aspx?pageID=438&n=new-tuesday-market-is-stranger-to-its-frequenters-2009-07-29.
0.1
Community groups, marched through the 
streets, hung awareness posters, and even wrote a children’s book about the loss of a com-
munity market.{3] 
The Kadikoy movement were merely a prelude to the nationwide turmoil that arose six years 
later as the populace reacted to a government threat to Taksim Square. 
While the Kadikoy community groups succeeded in stalling the development, they failed to 
save the old market. The state relocated the market to a newly designated zone, ‘with modern 
amenities, services, and organization’. Echoing the classic urban renewal buzzwords, the city 
looked to sway public opinion away from the current site, and in the mean time push through 
generator, and a haven for the sale of counterfeit goods. 
The targeting of this informal market doomed it to a speedy bureaucratic process. The ques-
tion is why was it targeted
-
located time, but struggles with legitimacy during off hours. Due to the lack of acknowledged 
place, its community importance is oft overlooked. It is easy to view the site, as a parking lot 
pazari is embedded a series of intelligences, that allow for a networked whole to emerge out 
of a kit of parts. This generates a pop up urban booster shot, but fails to maintain its energy. 
sense of permanence and place.
 
The present location of the market provided ‘an unobtrusive area’ for the Pazari, but by dis-
jointing the pazari from the collaborative urban context, and forcing much of its market-going 
base to trek an additional two kilometers from the traditional site {4], it is a marketplace that 
is a weakened iteration of its former self. This displacement had a crippling effect on the 
health of the market, and the current location is by no means safe. Since the new market zone 
was constructed three major swaths of redevelopment have clearcut large tracks of nearby 
housing to make way for the construction of luxury towers. The new Kadikoy Sali Pazari site, 
is hard to blame the developers for looking at this lot as an opportunity. It is a two thousand 
square foot plot of land, in a valuable portion of the city. How can architecture learn from the 
means and methods of the temporal market, and how can it use those tactics as a way to 
establish a permanence to the eyes of both the community and outside players. 
3. Ceren Sezer, “Market Places in Istanbul Are Under Pressure.” Urban Markets Platform 19th July, 2013. urbanmarketsplatform.wordpress.
com/2013/07/19/market-places-in-istanbul-are-under-pressure/.
4. Sevim Songun. “New Tuesday Market a stranger to its regulars.” Hurriyet Daily News, 29th of July, 2009, www.hurriyetdailynews.com/new-
tuesday-market-a-stranger-to-its-regulars.aspx?pageID=438&n=new-tuesday-market-is-stranger-to-its-frequenters-2009-07-29.
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TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Contention:
// I contend that within the city, the temporal markets remain 
a largely underacknowledged and important element of the 
built environment. Repeatedly these sites, due to their imper-
manent, and temporal nature are transplanted, removed, and 
altered by outside agencies. By generating an architecture 
with an understanding of time, and the temporal schedule of 
the market, architects can establish a sense of legitimacy to a 
establish a permanence for the urban market. 
The legitimized nature of the proposed scenario will promote 
a more contiguous relationship between the temporal market 
and the built environment, both for days of scheduled market, 
and off-market days. Using existing but underutilized pro-
grammatic nodes, the proposition generates a system of self 
modifying dynamic kit of parts.//
Temporal Markets and an Architecture of Time 
Generating a contiguous relationship between the temporal market and the 
built environment, establishing legitimacy, and place
13
Test Site:
// By situating the test scenario embedded in culture carrying 
a lasting tradition of community markets, clashing with explo-
sive growth, it generates an overt contestation of space, and 
questioning of legitimacy and power. Over the last quarter 
century Istanbul has experienced a transformation that has 
tradition of market culture, the city today deals with a contro-
fueled land grabs.
The test site is located within the Kadiköy district of Istanbul, 
on the Eastern peninsula of the city. Known as the Kadikoy 
Sali Pazari the market has been the subject of intense political 
debate over the last decade, as a result of its contested relo-
cation. Due to development desires the markets original site 
was moved in 2008, and has since been reestablished to the 
northwest. Using the new location as a test bed, the proposal 
intends to establish a sense of legitimacy with an architectural 
solution, that functions within the temporal nature of the mar-
ket. // 
Urban Market
1
15
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Kit of Parts
The assembly of the informal Market
Kit of parts
The aggregate assembly of a 
series of basic pieces of the 
informal market
1
2
3
Assorted Goods
Goods on display
Display With Covering
17
Aggregation This type of unit aggregation, generates a self organized system 
that creates a complex network of inter-related stands. The units are owned and 
operated independantly, however they form an embedded ability to work as a 
4
5 Display With Covering Aggregate
Aggregate of Kit of Parts
Corner Condition
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
1
2
3
The Networked Whole
The shift moves the system from individual units with singular agendas to a uni-
Aggregate kit of parts
Divergent  Ownership 
Cooperative identity and Action
19
Appropriation The networked whole provides a more active framework for gen-
erating large scale decisions, whether pre-empted or not. Streets are appropri-
ated as halls of the market, empty buildings are.
4
5
Network forms around a singular 
streets or line of transit
The whole is able to appropriate 
unused space through an opportu-
nistic urbanism
Can an expanded toolkit, and un-
derstanding of the temporal occu-
pation generate a more permanent 
architecture?
Temporality
2
21
“Architecture is clearly the spectacle of the static city. And 
while the static city depends on architecture for its representa-
tion, it is no longer the single image by which the city is read. 
On the other hand, the kinetic city is not perceived through ar-
chitecture, but through spaces, which hold associative values 
and support lives.” [5]
-Rahul Mehrotra
5. Richard Burdett and Deyan Sudjic, Living in the endless city. (London: Phaidon Press Ltd, 2011).
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
7
10
8
11
9
12
Brick Lane: A weekly event generates an unplanned network, and a temporal 
condition in which a happenstance coalation of disparate peices are informally 
joined into a cohesive whole. 
23
1
4
2
5
3
Brick Lane: This emergence is seen as a function of time, over the course of the 
day a 1.2 mile stretch of informally connected markets self assemble into a larg-
er network with a coherent singular identity.  
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Street Goods Stall Food Truck Small Storefront
Kit of Parts
Huguenots (Late 1700s) Eastern European Jews (1880s-1960s)
Formal Columbia Market
Formal Spitalfield Market
Informal Spitalfield Market Bricklane Street Market
Formal Infill
Reappropriation of Market
Huguenot Flower Craze
Columbia Flower Market Semi-Instatutional Spitafield Market Networked Brick Lane Market
Fruit and Vegetable Market ClosureWWII Bombing
1958 Demoltion Business  driven partial demoltion
Jewish Markets held on 
sunday for religious obser-
vance used their scheduling 
to sell unused goods of the 
more formal market
SPITALFIELDS
MARKET
BRICK 
LANE
MARKET
COLUMBIA 
FLOWER 
MARKET
25
Flea Market Market Row Truck Caravan Store Frontage
Unit Aggregation
Bangladeshi (1960s-2000s) Dispursal/Gentrification (2000s-Present)
UP 
MARKET
SCLATER
FLEA
MARKET
BACKYARD
MARKET
The proximity and overlap of 
the markets and Bangadeshi 
neighborhoods is creating a 
hybrid and infusion of the 
two societal and cultural 
histories
The emergent markets 
caused by the displaced 
vendors both link through 
and feed into the brick lane 
corridor
Informal Market Intervention Food/Clothing Market Artisan MarketGrey Market Resale
Sclater Flea Market Backyard MarketBangladeshi Vendors/Food
Up Market
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Sunday 
UP Market
B
ackyard
 
M
arket
Brick Lane Unfolded Elevation
The East London market chain provides an example of the reaction to a nodal insertion 
of the development and alteration of the surrounding urban context. The  Sunday UP-
-
ing a new urban network. The newly formed chain, began to alter the urban fabric sur-
rounding it. As a result there was a rapid turnover and in the commercial corridor and 
saw the reaction of the surrounding urban fabric to the newly formed market network. 
27
New Businesses since 2005 market displacement
Markets established after 2005 displacements 
BRICK LANE SUNDAY MARKET
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Multiple Exposure
Drawing to Represent 
Time
Beginning to explore 
the representational 
toolkit of the early pio-
neers of motion picture 
capture.
These early studies of 
motion strive to create 
a singular image with 
a capture and overlay 
of multple snapshots of 
time. 
Among these are Ead-
weard Muybridge, an 
english photographer, 
Etienne-Jules Marey, 
a French biologist and 
artist, and Marcel Du-
champ an artist and 
philosopher. 
2.3
2.2
29
elements following each other like parallels and 
distorting the object.”
-Marcel Duchamp on Elementary Parallelism
 The Ameri-
can Scholar 40, no. 2 (1971): 273-283. JSTOR.
2.4
2.5
Networked Urbanism
3
31
“This city is founded on the mediating activity in the 
creation of networks, making it valuable in its own right, 
independently of the goals pursued or the substantive 
properties of the entities between which the meditation 
is conducted”
-Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
In order to find food, the ant relies on emergent complexity. The individual has little to no knowl-
edge of how to find food, they rely on pheromone trails to form collective intelligence. When one 
member of the nest finds food, he lays down a scent trail on his return. When the next ant 
leaves, and stumbles across the trail, he begins secreteing a second layer. Through each act of 
happinstance the trail is reinforced, and creates a path of direction for the colony.
Inherently simple due to limits in 
intelligence
Emergent complexity in the system, 
designed to adapt to variables or changing 
conditions
Desire / Need
Reaction of the System
33
Product
System
Tactics
Resultant forms of system
Systemmatic implimentaion of rules
The basic rules that govern the Voranoi
1. Triangulate random points and find midpoints
2. Determine Voranoi Vertex Points
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
The old urban markets were self contained bastions of commerce. The Spital-
regular weekly markets
Case Study: 
Brick Lane Market
Old Columbia Market
Old Spitalfields Market
35
The urban market has transformed as a result of displacement. Both of the en-
2005 . The result was the dispursal of the market function over an urban net-
work of informally connected markets.
Spitalfield Market
BackYard Market
Spitalfield Stores
Up Market
Sclater Flea Market
Brick Lane Market
Columbia Flower Market
Present
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
1905
Seattle, Washington [map]. 1905. Scale not given. "Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1905 – Washington". 
Case Study: 
Seattle Public Market
37
1916Seattle, Washington
This task was made simpler, by 
the cities relatively small size, 
century, allowing the government 
to create only one market wich 
of the population. The model 
would require massive govern-
ment investment today.  
and farmed goods directly to residents. The system operated 
sytem, but suffered from a lack of legitimacy. Complaints of 
corruption and wholesale markups by middle men, were creat-
ing tension between the residents, sellers, and government.
Case Study: 
Seattle Public Market
administration had gathered funds to create ‘Pike Place Mar-
ket’, which allowed a semiregulated institution to facilitate fair 
interaction between the public and the vendors. The markets 
growing demand facilitated an appropriation and construction 
of piers.
Test Site: Istanbul, Turkey
4
41
“There are in fact all manner of urban social move-
ments in evidence seeking to overcome the isolations 
and to re-shape the city in a different social image, 
to that given by the powers of developers backed by 
-
preneurially minded local state apparatus.[6]”
-David Harvey
 International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 27, no. 4 (2003): 939-941.
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
1975 1980 1985 1990
Istanbul
New York City
7.André Sorensen, and Junichiro Okata, Megacities: Urban Form, Governance, and Sustainability (Tokyo: Springer, 2011).
4.1
43
The city’s rate of 
growth over the last 
quarter century has 
been astronomical, 
fold since 1975. This 
-
ated an explosion of 
growth in the city both 
in the built environment 
and in temporal zones.
1995 2000 2005 2010
4.2
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Evictions in Istanbul 
The rapid growth of population has generated a 
trend of both public and privately led ‘evictions’ 
that has forced temporal markets and informal 
settlements out of occupied land. The above il-
lustrating the areas of soon to be, or currently in 
the process of being relocated.
45
7. Eda Unlu-Yucesoy, Tansel Korkmaz, Yasar Adanali, Can Altay and Philipp Misselwitz. “Istanbul-Living in Voluntary and Involuntary Exclu-
sion.” In International Architecture Biennale / Sub-exhibition “Refuge”, Diwan, 2009.
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Pazari of Istanbul through Socially 
Generated mapping
Due to their temporal nature the markets tend to be extremely 
a method for locating and determining the popularity of the cities 
Pazari. While it is acknowledged that foursquare is emblemmatic 
of a certian segment of the population it is intended as a represen-
tation fof a larger trend. 
47
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
8. Mymerhaba,“Weekly Markets (Pazar).” 2013. http://www.mymerhaba.com/Weekly-Markets-(Pazar)-in-Turkey-538.html.
Monday
Bahçelievler
Göztepe 
railroad bridge and running through the railroad.
Tuesday
The most famous bazaar. You can reach there by  Following 
Mazhar Osman Mental Health and Neurology Hospital)
4 Levent - 
Arnavutköy - Close to Arnavutköy bus stop.
Wednesday
Fatih - 
among district pazars in Istanbul. Fatih Pazar is also the oldest district Pazar that 
has been setting once a week, since Sultan Mehmed, The Conqueror’s period. 
Thursday
Ulus -  
of Dereboyu Caddesi, Ortaköy.
Erenköy(Persembe) -  Between Erenköy stop at Fahrettin Kerim Gökay avenue (also 
known as “minibus caddesi”)  and Erenköy train station
Beykoz -  Located at Çubuklu.
Pazar Schedule Istanbul
303
485
1,291
945
945
59
131
985
Checkins
49
Street Markets Istabul: These sites represent the street 
market in its most literal sense, taking over the urban 
infrastructure on a scheduled day. The Uskadar Pazari, 
-
twine with the built infrastructure. The typology oper-
ates with a close proximity and cross polination be-
tween the temporal markets and the surrounding built 
environment. They are able to generate a networked 
connection with the static built environment and the 
temporal one. 
Integrated Street Market
4.3
CHAPTER TITLE  
Friday
cloth, accessories, antique/old goods and some food & vegetable.
Next to Atacan Koleji, parallel to Bayar Caddesi
(PTT)
Saturday
transvportation. Parking is available.
Feriköy Organic Market -
Pendik - Next to Green Park Hotel on the Pendik coast.
Schools.
Sunday
Next to Adakent Cultural Center
Mecidiyeköy - 
Feriköy Antique (Bomonti Bit) - 
It is also called Kastamonu market, for most of the goods are from 
410
3,789
2,234
125
251
149
979
12
Checkins
51
Test Bed: The Ka-
dikoy Sali Pazari 
operates on a tues-
day, Friday schedule. 
The Pazari inhabits a 
zone designated af-
ter its relocation that 
doubles as parking 
and is transformed 
during Market hours 
of operation. The cur-
rent area suffers from 
an isolation from the 
surrounding built en-
vironment, and a lack 
of presence during 
off-market days.
Pazari Zoning
4.4
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Urban Renewal Movement: With its growth Istanbul has entered an era of 
government driven urban renewal. The economic policy of the current admin-
isration has given preference to the construction sector as a the major eco-
nomic engine for the region. This desire has been driven largely by economic 
policies attempt to capitalize on the revenue of the luxury and tourist sector. 
of public space, as well as a private sphere intense land speculation. 
Renewal
4.5
53
Political Unrest: A series of politically unpopular missteps by the adminis-
of the city and the administration.[9] In the summer of 2013 the proposed 
a demolition of Taksim Gezi Square proved to be the spark. The proposal 
involved yet another assult on the city’s public space. The proposal called 
for a replica of an old city barracks would serve as an anchor for a shop-
ping mall, tourist destination, and luxury residence. This would to replace 
one Istanbul’s last major public parks. The backlash sparked a series of 
protests that lasted through the summer. It was not until the plan was con-
ceded did the protests simmer, but lingering tension remains. 
AKP Party: Much of the 
current policy has been 
driven by the ruling part 
for the last decade, 
known as the ‘Justice 
and Development Party’. 
The party has pushed 
the modernisation and 
urban development as a 
major part of its agenda.
9. Nicole Pope, “Political Urbanism.” Todays Zaman
political-urbanism.html.
“Surplus absorption through urban transformation has an even 
darker aspect. It has entailed repeated bouts of urban restruc-
turing through ‘creative destruction.’ This nearly always has 
a class dimension since it is usually the poor, the underprivi-
leged and those marginalized from political power that suffer 
achieve the new urban world on the wreckage of the old.[10]”
-David Harvey
10. David  Harvey, “The right to the city.” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 27, no. 4 (2003): 939-941.
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City Growth Policy Driven 
Promotion of
Development
Corporate Capital
$
Rampant Land 
Speculation
Cannibilization 
of Public Space
Demolition and 
Displacment of 
Community Function
State Sponsored
‘Urban Renewal’
Urban Renewal 
Process
Kadikoy Sali Pazari
5
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“The decrease in appeal of the new market has had an impact 
dropped 50 percent as fewer visitors ventured out to the new 
site. One seller of simit – that perennial Turkish bagel-type 
day at the market. But now he can only sell 1,000, at most.”
-Hurriyet Daily News
TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Proposal for  Kadikoy Pazari
The attitudes persisted towards 
the former site of the Kadikoy 
Sali Pazari, as new visions for 
development forced the market 
into its current location
Construction Advertisement
An ad, indicitive of the attitudes 
of the cities power brokers 
towards informal and temporal 
program
59
Kadkikoy Sali Pazari:The relocation of the 
Sali Pazari in 2008 provoked a series of 
similar protests and has become a local ral-
lying cry. Immediately after the announce-
ment groups organized, forming protests and 
awareness campaigns. The story of the  mar-
ket made its way into local childrens literature.
1. Ceren Sezer, “Market Places in Istan-
bul Are Under Pressure.” Urban Markets 
Platform 19th July, 2013. urbanmar-
ketsplatform.wordpress.com/2013/07/19/
market-places-in-istanbul-are-under-
pressure/.
5.1
